
 

 

 

Choral Music of the Baroque Period 

“Cum Sancto Spiritu” from Mass in B minor by J. S. Bach  

 

The Baroque period in music is considered to have begun around 1600, and is 
essentially concluded by 1750.  J. S. Bach was the most brilliant composer of this 
period, so his death in 1750 is used as an appropriate end point.  Most of Bach’s music 
was written for services of the Lutheran Church in Germany; however, the Mass in B 
minor is so large and elaborate that it was probably performed only in excerpts during 
his life. 

“Cum Sancto Spiritu” is an example of “festive” Baroque choral music.  It is in the key of 
D major, because that was the best key available for the trumpet instruments of the time.  
Compared to the Renaissance, most instruments have improved in quality, and the skill 
of instrument playing has also improved.  Listen to the video, and notice how central in 
importance the instrument playing has become in choral music of this time.  (In the 
video, the keyboard part is a summary of the notes the orchestra plays.) 

 

4:30  The choral parts are both antiphonal (trading back and forth between groups) as 
well as homophonic (many parts singing together in similar rhythms.)  Notice that the 
voices are expected to sing with the same speed and dexterity as the instruments. 

5:36  “Imitation” is still alive and well in the Baroque period, but compared to the 
Renaissance, the melodies in play are rhythmic and energetic.  Tenors introduce the 
“subject” melody, and they are imitated by alto, soprano 1, and then bass.  

https://youtu.be/82yo-Hv9slo?t=271
https://youtu.be/82yo-Hv9slo?t=336


6:24   The orchestra is given its own moments to shine, in alternation with homophonic 
exclamations from the chorus. 

6:54   Soprano 1 introduces the “subject” again, imitated by alto, tenor, soprano 2, 
and bass.  (Yes, there are “false” entries where the subject begins, and is then 
abandoned.  Isn’t that sneaky?) 

7:50   Homophonic choral statements dominate from here to the end. 

Don’t you wish you could say, “I wrote this…” 

 

More videos of Baroque choral music - 

George Frideric Handel   

Antonio Vivaldi   

https://youtu.be/82yo-Hv9slo?t=384
https://youtu.be/82yo-Hv9slo?t=414
https://youtu.be/82yo-Hv9slo?t=470
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAGRRdjOy6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azS9Km5kK8g

